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ABSTRACT
Measuring Heartbeat Rate (HR) is an important tool for monitoring the health of a person. When the heart beats the
influx of blood to the head causes slight involuntary movement and subtle skin color changes, which cannot be seen by
the naked eye but can be tracked from facial videos using computer vision techniques and can be analyzed to estimate the
HR. However, the current state of the art solutions encounter an increasing amount of complications when the subject has
voluntary motion on the face or when the lighting conditions change in the video. Thus the accuracy of the HR estimation
using computer vision is still inferior to that of a physical Electrocardiography (ECG) based system. The aim of this work is
to improve the current non-invasive HR measurement by fusing the motion-based and color-based HR estimation methods
and using them on multiple input modalities, e.g., RGB and thermal imaging. Our experiments indicate that late-fusion of
the results of these methods (motion and color-based) applied to these different modalities, produces more accurate results
compared to the existing solutions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Heartbeat Rate (HR) is a physiological parameter that present the condition of cardiovascular system of our body. For many
years HR has been an important tool for many fields such as medical science,1 forensics,2 adapting interactive experiences,
and psycophysiological studies.3 The classical method of HR measurement would be to employ a physical sensor on the
body, as electrodes used in Electrocardiogram (ECG).1 However, for situations where physical sensors would be attached
for a prolonged duration, it has been shown that there is a direct correlation between the duration of electrode application
and persistence of erythema.4
In the recent years more and more studies have shown that computer vision-based unobtrusive methods are getting
closer to achieving satisfactory level of accuracy in HR measurement.5 For extracting HR from facial video, the two main
methods are motion tracking of specific points within a Region of Interest (ROI),6, 7 and measuring minor changes in skin
color.2, 8, 9 From the technical point of view, while the former is using Ballistocardiography (BCG)6 the later is using
Photoplethesmography (PPG).10
While considering different visual modalities being used in HR measurement from videos, two major modalities are
thermal and RGB. Garbey et al.11 used thermal imaging to capture HR from large superficial blood vessels. Instead of
choosing ROI in the facial region, they chose ROI on the neck and wrists such that they could get clear view of these
blood vessels. The method produced decent results but states that there are issues when there is voluntary head movement
coming from other sources than heartbeat. The improvements in thermal technology also lead to the study of Ref. 12 which
showed that it was possible to estimate the HR by using the movements of superficial vasculature.
Takano et al. first utilized the facial skin color changes in video to estimate HR.13 They recorded the variations in
the average brightness of the ROI a rectangular area on the subjects cheek to estimate HR. Few years later, Poh et al.
proposed a method that used ROI mean color values from R, G and B channels as color traces from facial video, and
employed Independent Component Analysis (ICA) to separate the periodic signal sources and a frequency domain analysis
of an ICA component to measure HR.10 Kwon et al. improved Pohs method by using merely green color channel instead of
all three Red-Green-Blue (RGB) color channels.8 Tulyakov et al.9 investigated a potential solution by proposing a method
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called self-adaptive matrix completion, which would automatically select the most reliable areas in the video for heartbeat
signal so that areas that would provide erroneous signals could safely be discarded.
Balakrishnan et al. proposed a method for HR estimation which was based on invisible motion in the head (instead of
skin color change) due to pulsation of the heart muscles, which can be obtained by a BCG.6 In this approach, some feature
points were automatically selected and tracked on the ROI of the subjects RGB facial video. Then Principle Component
Analysis (PCA) was applied to measure HR. Haque et al.14 showed improved results compared to Ref. 6,10,15 by fusing a
trajectory based method which tracks the motion of the head, and skin color changes on the face to extract heartbeat signal.
One of the notable point from Ref. 14 is that unlike other available methods it can show visible heartbeat peaks in time
domain from the heartbeat signal from facial video. However, the accuracy of this method is also inferior to the physical
sensor-based ECG.
To replace physical sensors and enable remote HR estimation, computer-vision methods need to reliably provide mea-
surements of similar accuracy as invasive physiological measurements. With current state of the art methods the HR
estimation is approaching a satisfying accuracy with stable conditions in laboratory environment.9, 14, 16 However, these
methods encounter difficulties when they encounter changes in illumination or head motion of the subject. There has been
many proposed solution to this issue, some trying to remove the erroneous part of the signal, others have tried to design
methods that use novel input modalities, such as thermal or depth imaging as opposed to regular RGB images. However,
instead of investigating unimodal methods, possible solutions to this problem could be fusing different input modalities
such as RGB- and thermal-images which does not suffer from the other modalities weaknesses. In this approach, the
traditional RGB imaging could be fused with thermal11, 12 that isn’t as susceptible to changes in light. This could have
potential for increasing accuracy and it could be interesting to see how a fusion of existing solutions affects the accuracy
of the estimated HR. Thus, in this paper, we investigated the performance of HR estimation by employing different fusion
approaches between RGB and thermal facial videos. A semi-supervised weighted fusion approach has also been proposed
to obtain better accuracy. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to combine RGB and thermal modalities in
order to achieve a better estimation of HR.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed system for estimating HR using RGB and
thermal fusion. Section 3 describes experimental environment and evaluation procedure. Section 4 presents the obtained
results. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Similar to Ref. 14, we extract the color and motion traces from facial video as the raw heartbeat signal. The actual HR is
then extracted after a series of signal processing steps. This section first describes the steps of HR estimation method from
color or motion traces from each modalities (RGB and thermal) and then describes the fusion methodology.
2.1 Video Acquisition and Preprocessing
The first step of the proposed system is video acquisition in different modalities. Color RGB of frontal facial images are
captured by a Microsoft Kinect Version2. The thermal data was captured by an Axis Q1922 thermal camera. Figure 1
shows examples of the original RGB and thermal video frames. After collecting the raw data, we synchronized the facial
image frames in both modalities by following the capturing time stamps. Figure 1 shows that the original video frames
present a large portion of the subject body in the space of the acquisition room. For the raw heartbeat signal extraction
we just focus on the face. Thus, on the synchronized data modalities, we applied haar-like feature based face detection
as used in Ref. 17 on RGB modality and cropped associated faces on the thermal data by using computed homographs.
Homographs provided an approximate image registration across modalities. We calculated homography matrices from
RGB to thermal using a 8-points homography technique from Ref. 18. The procedure is shown in Figure 2.
2.2 Heartbeat Trace Extraction and HR Estimation
The face region is selected as the ROI in the video frames. This ROI is then processed using two different methods:
Method-1 (M1) is a motion-based method, which tracks the trajectories of points identified within the ROI to track the
BCG motion traces. Method-2 (M2) is a color-based method which takes the mean of all pixels within the ROI to track the
PCG color traces. These two methods are introduced in Figure 3 and described in the following subsections.
Figure 1. Example of captured video frames in RGB (left) and thermal (right) modalities.
Figure 2. Preprocessing steps employed on the raw video frames of RGB and thermal data.
2.2.1 The Motion-based Method (M1)
We use Balakrishnan’s motion-based method Ref. 6 that chooses points within the region of interest of the first image and
then track these points throughout the image sequence. This method uses an area around the nose and forehead as their
ROI. The trajectory points was chosen by a method called ”Good Features to Track” (GFT).19 The trajectories of these
points were saved per frame. These trajectories were passed through a Butterworth band pass filter using cut off frequencies
of [0.75, 5] Hz to remove signal components that could not come from heartbeats16 and a zero phase filter to eliminate
phase distortion. The signal traces were evaluated using PCA to single-out the trajectory which had the least noise and the
most dominant frequency as described by Ref. 6. The Fourier transform was used to find the frequency domain of chosen
trajectory. The dominant frequency was used to estimate the heart beats per minute (BPM).
2.2.2 The Color-based Method (M2)
In this case, we use Poh’s color-based method10 that took the average of all pixels of the facial region of the participant
for each frame and produces a signal. Kwon8 improved Poh’s method by only using the green color channel. Thus, in this
Figure 3. Heartbeat trace extraction and HR estimation from both RGB and thermal modalities using color and motion traces
paper, we also used the green color channel only. After face detection, the ROI was reduced by 20% from each side. This
was done because the face detection often took too much data in the x-direction. After the signal was extracted, a moving
average filter was applied with a kernel size of 40 to reduce noise that was related to illumination changes. A Butterworth
band pass filter was applied using cut off frequencies of [0.75, 5] Hz to remove signal components that could not come
from heartbeats.16 Interpolation of the signal was used to make the signal having roughly the same sampling frequency as
the ECG data. Finally, Fourier transform was applied to find the power spectrum of the signal. From the power spectrum
the BPM can be derived by multiplying the most dominant frequency by 60.
2.3 Fusion of RGB and Thermal Modalities
After HR estimation by both methods (M1 and M2) on both RGB and thermal modalities, we employ two different late
fusion approaches20 based on two different hypotheses:
• First fusion hypothesis (H1): Mean fusion of RGB and thermal data will result in a better HR estimation
• Second fusion hypothesis (H2): Weighting the output of each modality in the fusion will increase the accuracy
In the first fusion case (H1), the mean of individual HR estimation were used as a combined estimate of the HR. In the
second method (H2) where weighted fusion is proposed, 2 minutes of video was used for training weights and 1 minute
of video was used for evaluating these weights for each subject. Weighted fusion was an attempt to utilize the combined
accuracy of the different methods, while also minimizing the outlying methods effect on the final estimation.
3. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT AND EVALUATION
3.1 Experimental Environment
The implementation of the algorithms were done in MATLAB2017. The database was recorded in a laboratory environment
from 20 student volunteers. The database contained 2 sessions of 10-11 minutes for each subject and it contained thermal-,
RGB-videos and the ground truth ECG data. The RGB videos has a resolution of 1920x1080 and the resolution of the
thermal videos was 640x480. The ECG data was collected using Shimmer v2∗ at 256 Hz sampling rate. The database was
split into challenging parts and stable parts. In the stable parts the participants has minor movement and lighting conditions
change. This paper and the resulting database focused entirely on this stable data in order to create a baseline benchmark
for the heartbeat-rate estimation solutions. There are two subjects’ data which are corrupted. Thus, we discarded those two
subjects’ data and employ the proposed approach on 18 subjects’ data. We keep one minute of data from the stable session
of each of the 18 subjects while considering H1, and 2 minutes for training and 1 minute for testing while considering H2.
The HR estimation accuracy is evaluated using four statistical parameters which have been used in many of the previous
literature.10, 14, 15 These are: mean error (ME), standard deviation (SDME ), root mean square error (RMSE) and the error
in percentage (MER).
3.2 Experimental Evaluation
The proposed method tracks color change and head motion due to heartbeat in a video. Figure 4 shows an example
of obtained raw green color trace from one subject’s video and the outcomes of the signal processing steps on that raw
heartbeat signal. After the signal was extracted, a moving average filter was applied to reduce noise that was related to
illumination changes. On the other hand, a Butterworth band pass filter was applied to remove signal components that
could not come from heartbeats. Interpolation of the signal was used to make the signal having roughly the same sampling
frequency as the ECG data. Finally, Fourier transform was applied to find the frequency domain of the signal. From the
domain the BPM can be derived by multiplying the most dominant frequency by 60 as shown in Figure 4(c).
∗Online: www.shimmersensing.com/products/ecg-development-kit
(a) Raw green trace
(b) After employing moving average and Butterworth filter
(c) Power spectrum after Fourier transform
Figure 4. Signal evaluation in different steps while estimating the HR.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
4.1 Experimental Results
The results of HR estimation for each of the modalities (unimodal case) for color and motion traces are shown in Figure
5(a), whereas the results after the fusion of modalities using H1 are shown in Figure 5(b). While fusing the modalities, the
median function was applied to all of the outputs of the color-based and motion-based methods in an effort to increase the
accuracy. Note that this median function takes the average of the two middle values when given even number of parameters.
In Table 1 the accuracy is shown for each of the fusions.
In an effort to increase the accuracy we employed the scenario of H2 for weighted fusion. We trained weights for each
of the outputs and applied to a set of test data. The training data had 2 minutes duration and the test data had 1 minute
duration. The training values can be seen in Figure 6(a). The weight were calculated using wi = ji/ki where ji is the
ECG HR and ki is the estimated HR from a modality for participant i. The resulted weights can be seen in Figure 6(b).
Each of the weights were late fused with the output of each modality. The results can be seen in Figure 6(c) in the ’Pulse
Fused’ category. The accuracy of the weighted test was 10,14%. This is an improvement of 3.15% over the previous best
accuracy which was 13,29%. The results for all subjects are summarized in Table 1.
4.2 Discussions
The results from the experiment indicate that the initial assumptions for the RGB and thermal modalities hold true. The
reason the fusion of the methods had a lower error rate than individual methods was that when one modality miss some
information the other modality serves as a complement. RGB being more susceptible to changes of light that makes it
significantly harder for the algorithm to track the selected feature points over time. These drastic changes in the image
cause some of the facial trackers to flat-line and lose track of the feature points. With thermal not being as susceptible to
these illumination changes, the accuracy of the motion-based method is significantly higher.
When the weighted method were evaluated 3 minutes of video was used. The tests was split into test and training data,
where the first 2 minutes of video is used to train a weight based on the accuracy of the method which was evaluated on
the last minute of test data. The reason for the split was the to avoid over fitting the weights to the specific video. The error
rate was reduced by weighting the different inputs to the fusion. Selecting the weights initially require the use of ECG for
training the weights. However, this would only require for a short training and after training, could reduce the amount of
time patients spend wearing ECG electrodes.
Fusion of the color-based method improved both thermal and RGB input accuracy but the fused motion-based method
had a lower accuracy than motion-based on thermal. The reason why the color-based method improved the accuracy
was due to one modality overestimating the HR and the other modality underestimating the HR. These were not the
same for each participant so sometimes the thermal modality was overestimating the HR while in the other times the
RGB overestimated the HR. Therefore a merge often increased the accuracy. However, the motion-based RGB results
often undershot the HR estimate than overshot. The motion-based thermal method did the same as the color-methods
and sometimes overshot and sometimes undershot. So if these two were merged the results is worse than the individual
methods.
This leads to the question, why not to exclude the motion-based method on RGB images! If we investigate a subset
of the participants (1-10) the motion-based method does the same thing as described with the color-based method, where
Figure 5. The HR estimation results before (top) and after (bottom) the fusion of modalities for all 18 subjects using H1.
Method ME SDME RMSE MER
RGBM
6 14.25 18.46 60.46 25.08
ThermalC 4.70 18.46 19.94 21.78
RGBC
13 2.63 10.61 11.16 17.59
MeanFC 1.04 12.37 4.39 16.53
MeanFM 10.05 7.75 42.65 16.31
MedianFC&M 5.54 7.68 25.78 14.39
ThermalM 5.86 8.73 24.84 14.19
MeanFC&M 5.54 7.31 23.52 13.29
WeightedFC&M 3.12 13.44 13.22 10.14
Table 1. Accuracy of all the different methods on the different modalities. Here ’C’, ’M’ and ’F’ stand for ’Color’, ’Motion’ and ’Fusion’
respectively.
these two correct each other instead of reducing the accuracy. If the results was to be improved, the work effort could be
focused on the improvement of color-based and motion-based methods as these had high error rates. Others have reported
higher accuracy than what we got: Ref. 16 had 4,65% error rate using motion-based method on RGB images, Ref. 14
had 8,63% error rate of fusing color-based and motion-based method on RGB images, Ref. 10 had 13,2% error rate on
color-based method on RGB images. Although these methods used different database than our one, it would be interesting
to see the accuracy of the proposed solution with a common database.
5. CONCLUSIONS
This project investigated 2 hypotheses: (H1) If RGB and thermal imaging can be combined using mean and median fusion
methods to increase the accuracy of estimating HR, (H2) If fusing the results could be weighted in such way that the most
precise contribute more to the fusion than the others. To test H1, late fusion was applied to these 4 modalities: color-
based HR estimation method on RGB and thermal imaging, and motion-based HR estimation method on RGB and thermal
imaging. For H2, weights were trained and evaluated on the 4 modalities. The results show that late fusion increased the
accuracy of HR estimation when applied to the 4 modalities. The accuracy was increased even further when the weights
were applied. In the future, we will investigate the fusion of RGB and thermal modalities together with the depth videos.
Also, the challenging scenarios that include illumination changes and voluntary head motions need to be considered. Early
fusion strategies need to be considered as well.
(a) Training data used to train the weights
(b) Weights used to signify the test data
(c) Individual modalities and after fusion using H2
Figure 6. The HR estimation results before and after the fusion of modalities for all 18 subjects using H2.
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